
MOTIVATION & OBJECTIVES 

In most parts of the world, 
fast growing urbanization 
has faced several 
challenges throughout the 
last decades. Achieving a 
sustainable, environment-
friendly and highly 
operating cities for a better 
quality of life requires 
innovative solutions 
brought by cutting edge 
technology. .  

Can Real-Time Big Data Semantic Systems Prevent Water Loss ?  

WAVES project deploys water management solutions 
through real-time infrastructure to achieve an advanced 
level of comprehensive awareness.  
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WAVES is a coherent and consistent platform created by combining 
several components of different natures linked together in an 
efficient fashion. Since WAVES is deeply related to massive semantic 
streams in a real-time environment, the architecture needs to be 
generic and multipurpose in order to handle several use cases. 
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As Waves aims to distribute stream processing among a cluster of 
machines, it need a mechanism to distribute stream events to the 
processing nodes. Several high throughput middlewares are used in 
the context of big data streaming. 

ARCHITECTURE: IMPLEMENTATION 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Fusce suscipit neque non libero aliquam, ut facilisis 

lacus pretium. Sed imperdiet tincidunt velit. 
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RESULTS: CURRENT PERFORMANCES 
CHALLENGES:    
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WAVES platform will have the ability to collect data streams 
from various sources in order to create new insight for users 
accessed through innovative information following several 
processing steps such as cleaning, pre-processing, filtering, 
summary and visualization, Building such system provides 
multiple challenges on various levels: 
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Precision Recall

RDF has quite a verbose 
data structure, therefore 
being able to reduce the 
size of each transfer is of 
a critical importance .  

 WAVES results compared to C-
SPARQL are shown with regard 
to Precision and Recall for a 
query of medium complexity on 
4s window and 1s step. 

WAVES arghitecture relies heavily on three robust components with 
a solid reputation within the Big Data Community: 
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WAVES is an FUI project funded 
by two public  partners: BPI 
France and Cap Digital. 

The project’s duration is 3 years 
and involves  5 different partners 
anf a global team of 17 members. 
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